from the
machine room
rilke god's Sonnet

Berkan karpat
amaar abbas

The Recitation of the Rilke’s Sonnet and the Quran will be transformed into electromechanical
vibration. This Vibration will influence the brain waves and the biochemistry of the body... The EEG
data from the viewers’ brain waves in India generate sound and light projections. Then, when we
measure the blood frequencies of the viewers with a medical professionals’ help. The blood
frequencies collected from the viewers is transmitted via the Internet to Munich. There in the
laboratory of Prof. Thomas Bock, a robot makes sculptures ...
A collaboration between the artist’s Berkan Karpat, Raoul Amaar Abbas, the Culture Department
of the City of Munich, Goethe Institute Munich, Prof. Thomas Bock (Director of the Chair of Building
Realisation and Robotics Technical University of Munich), and Prof. Dr. Pogarell (Director of the
EEG department in the psychiatric unit of Munich)
.

Berkan Karpat www.karpat.de
Raoul Amaar Abbas www.raoulamaarabbas.com
Prof. Thomas Bock www.br2.ar.tum.de
www.professoren.tum.de/bock-thomas
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ِ بِسۡمِ ٱللهِ ٱلرَّحۡمّـٰنِ ٱلرَّحِي
م
ّ( خّلّق١) ّٱقۡرّأۡ بِٱسۡمِ رّبَِكّ ٱلَّذِى خّلّق
ُ( ٱقۡرّأۡ وّرّبَُكّ ٱلۡأّكۡرّم٢) ٍٱلۡإِنسّـٰنّ مِنۡ عّلّق
ّ( عّلَّم٤) ِ( ٱلَّذِى عّلَّمّ بِٱلۡقّلّم٣)
َّ( كّلَّا إِن٥) ۡٱلۡإِنسّـٰنّ مّا لّمۡ يّعۡلّم
ٰٓ( أّن رَّءّاهُ ٱسۡتّغۡنّى٦) ٰٓٱلۡإِنسّـٰنّ لّيّطۡغّى
( أّرّءّيۡتّ ٱلَّذِى٨) ٰٓ( إِنَّ إِلّىٰ رّبَِكّ ٱلرَُجۡعّى٧)
( أّرّءّيۡتّ إِن١٠) ٰٓ( عّبۡدًا إِذّا صّلَّى٩) ٰيّنۡهّى
ٰٓ( أّوۡ أّمّرّ بِٱلتَّقۡوّى١١) ٰٓكّانّ عّلّى ٱلۡهُدّى
ۡ( أّلّم١٣) ٰٓ( أّرّءّيۡتّ إِن كّذَّبّ وّتّوّلَّى١٢)
ۡ( كّلَّا لّٮِِن لَّم١٤) ٰيّعۡلّم بِأّنَّ ٱللَّهّ يّرّى
(١٥) ِيّنتّهِ لّنّسۡفّعّۢا بِٱلنَّاصِيّة
ُ( فّلۡيّدۡع١٦) ٍ۬نّاصِيّةٍ۬ كّـٰذِبّةٍ خّاطِئّة
( كّلَّا١٨) ّ( سّنّدۡعُ ٱلزَّبّانِيّة١٧) نّادِيّهُ ۥ
١٩) ۩ (لّا تُطِعۡهُ وّٱسۡجُدۡ وّٱقۡتّرِب

A translation of Rilke’s poem

‘The Calling’ originally in German
translated by Leonard Cottrell in 2001.

Mohammed’s Call.
Power stepped into his hiding place:
at once a presence he could not mistake
He begged the Angel
upright, fair and ablaze
to leave him as he was.
He would forsake all his ambitions;
it was best he stayed that baffled,
over-traveled man of trade.
He’d never learned his letters, and now such a word!
For wise men, even, far too much.
But no, the Angel fiercely showed and showed
the writing on its leaf.
This will that glowed would not back down,
again demanding - Read.
And then he did.
The Angel bowed its head before him,
one from thenceforth who had Read,
who knew, obeyed, and carried out the decrees.

Rainer Maria Rilke

I recite Quran...

... and I Rilke’s sonnet.

In India our recitation of the poem will
be a mechanized sound, Creating electromechanical oscillations that will be
transferred to the body of the viewer.
Their bodies will undergo a change in their biochemistry, a change in their blood frequencies,
and a change in their brain waves.
The brain waves produced according to the poem, create another projected light poem..
Their blood frequencies form electronic music, forming sound sculptures, which builds a
Robot in Munich Germany.
Welcome to Cyberphysical art — Cyberphysical DADA

... and the whole thing again:
We sing the Quran. We sing the sonnet
then...
... we transmit to the viewers’ body the Sonnet by Rilke and the
Quran recitation as electro-mechanical vibrations.
Then the following happens:
1. Brain waves Create sound poems + light poems.
2. The bodies change their biochemistry.
(Art becomes healing and catharsis)
3. The blood changes its frequency spectrum:
a) — electronic music from Blood is created
b) — The frequency change controls a robot
- the sculptures are formed on Plexiglas
[body heals art: the Biotronic sculpture]

A viewer could contemplate that Art influences
the Body chemistry
Another viewer may feel — Art heals the body.
Another viewer may feel — the body heals the art

Another perspective could be the art doesn’t heal, But The
Quran heals the body, and the
art...
... now we are in this socio-cultural,
political conversation collectively...

...now back to Cyberphysical DADA...

1
Every now and then there are electrical misfiring’s in the neural network of the brain, “the
machine room of thought.” These electrochemical processes form thought, word and phrase
compressions giving rise to poetry, and hymns, from divine impressions.
One of these hymns to God is Rainer Maria Rilke’s sonnet, “Mohammed’s Call.” It is based on
the Surah 96 of the Quran, which expresses the calling of Muhammad as a Prophet and
messenger of God. Rilke’s sonnet requires knowledge of its mystical ideas embedded in the
poetic word. Rilke joins a number of poets and thinkers such as Goethe, Lessing, Leibniz and
Herder who were under the poetic influence of the Islamic mystics such as Hafez, Rumi, etc
The artistic and scientific explorations between the artists Karpat/Abbas and neurophysiologist
Prof. Dr. Pogarell (Director of the EEG department in the psychiatric unit of Munich), reproduce
the sonnet and the Surah 96 recited by a human voice and mechanized variations as well. The
recitation undergoes sonic syntheses and vocal variations, going beyond the electroacoustic
experience to a physical one where the viewer’s brain waves are further points of exploration
that lead to their own and sonic poetic expressions which create the actual art installation and
performance.

2

Electrochemical processes are provoked through the viewers’ brain activity, which is mapped
through EEG and henceforth visually transposed as poetic phenomena. The spectator becomes
the creator of light and sound poems. His/her brain signals allow sequences of light to be
projected as a continually morphing color spectrum, while a computer generated voice generate
words and sounds that are born from the viewers experience of the Surah 96 and Rilke’s poem
- this forms the basic elements of the staging.
“From the Machine Room: Rilke God’s Sonnet” creates a first nucleus for a work in which poems
about God in German, Persian and English create scenic representations. The staging, which is
created by the viewers, to the point at which the artwork and recipient are inseparably
interwoven. The viewer becomes the creator of light poems and sound poems. His brain signals
allow light sequences to be projected and a computer-generated voice to generate
words/sounds. The provocation of light and sound poems, however, only form the basic
elements of a further interactive installation.
In this process, another some viewers are involved. The Light and sound poems (see above) are
transmitted as mechanical vibrations to your body. This process changes the physical property
of your blood. This change is used to produce electronic music (blood makes music). On the
other hand, the effects of mechanical vibrations alter the biochemistry of the observers. This
change in biochemistry, in turn, controls a robot that forms a Plexiglas sculpture.

[The Robot is doing this in Munich with the Help of Prof. Thomas Bock] The aim is to create a
radical form of intimacy that breaks down the boundaries between the viewer and the creator.
Much as the focus on spiritual tools such as ritual, poetry, mystic practices break down the
barriers between the creator and the creation].

The EEG controls a vocal synthesizer and a light computer.

Light poems and sound poems are produced.

Process 1.
Brain Activity
The EEG controls a Vocal Synthesizer and a computer projecting the light poems.
Light poems and sound poems are produced. The poem’s recitation and the Quran recitation are
converted into electromechanical vibrations. This oscillation is transmitted to the body of an observer.
This provokes brain wave activity in the viewer, which is measured by an EEG device.

Process 2.
The electromechanical vibrations of the recitation of the poem are transmitted to several viewers. The
viewers are divided into two groups. The first group experiences the vibrations that are generated from
the poem’s recitation. The second group experiences the vibrations that are generated from the Quran
surah 96. Blood samples are always taken from the viewers to acknowledge the changes in biochemical
processes. We see the results are subject to different rating systems: poetic, medical-technical, Sociocultural, socio-political etc

The projection
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Process 3.
Exposure to electro
mechanical vibrations
changes the physical nature
of the blood of the viewer. As
blood is liquid, a field strength
meter can determine the
physical change in the blood
values. The determined
frequency values are
converted to sound
parameters. The blood
produces sinusoidal sound.
For this purpose, a drop of
blood is taken from the
viewers. [The field strength
meter for liquids was
prepared in another Project
developed by me. In this
project I would like to develop
this device further....]

Process 4
The change in the physical properties of the blood provides data. This data change can control a robot
that shapes Plexiglas into sculptures through thermal processes.
[The data change will send by Internet from India to the laboratory of Prof. Thomas Bock in Munich,
where the robot created the sculptures]

biografie

Berkan karpat (*1965)

– www.karpat.de

Cyberphysical Art
(Invited as part of the Cyber Art Festival 2003, Cyberphysical Art was founded at M.I.T. and Harvard University/USA).
Berkan Karpat was born in 1965 in Munich, originally from Turkey. Since 1999 he creates mostly site-specific installation that combine
performance, technology and poetics. Karpat’s works were displayed for example at museumkunstpalast/Düsseldorf (DE), Hagia Sophia/
Istanbul (TR), CyberArts-Festival/Boston (USA), Festival sequences/Reykjavik (ICEM) or Schumann-Festival/Düsseldorf (DE) and
Münchener Biennale/München (DE). For the realisation of his projects Karpat works and worked with partners like Deutsches
Museum/München (DE), TUM München (DE) or Helmholz Zentrum (DE).
For the past three years Karpat’s work centers on the Quran, trying to find a new form of aesthetic. An artistic form that takes the
aesthetics of the Quran seriously, and includes contemporary and alien forms to the tradition.
Apart from his artistic work he held talks and lectures at institutions such as University du Québec à Montréal (CAN), Massachusetts
College of Art, Boston (USA), Hyper-Studio, M.I.T. Cambridge (USA), Folkwang Museum, Essen (DE), Inst. für Kunstgeschichte und Inst. für
Theaterwissenschaft, LMU München (DE), Burg Giebichenstein (DE), Hochschule für Kunst und Design Halle (DE) und Lewisham College (GB),
London.

He was also invited to talk about his art at a conference at the Louvre, Paris (FR). 2002 he began to develop the foundations of
an art form that puts human bio-parameters and artistic processes in correlation to each other. He asked the question: Can the
artwork change the biochemistry and the bioelectrics of the human body: as blood and hormone values that change brain
activity? And can the bio-chemical; bioelectric processes control machines that build sculptures? And can these processes be
automated? For this he had a studio appointed to him in 2002 in the largest engineering museum in the world, the Deutsches
Museum in Munich with the cooperation with the M.I.T. Cambridge/USA, Tum München and the Deutsches Museum München, in
the year 2003 he synchronized the REM phase (Dream Phase) of 13 people for the first time. With mechanical vibrations of
poems on the bodies, 13 people began to dream at the same time. He succeeded in the world’s first brain wave manipulation
during the REM phase. At this stage of his art process he also developed the world’s first cosmic synthesizer, which works with
high frequencies of stars. Then the blood and hormone values were influenced by mechanical vibrations through recitations of
poems and the surah from the Quran. The robot was controlled through DNA sequences. Electronic music was also generated
through the physical molecular structural change in the blood. The show and results were presented at the Louvre Paris.

The artwork changes the biochemical and bioelectric state of the human being and vice versa.
Art heals people. Man heals art.

berkan karpat (*1965)

– www.karpat.de

Projects (selection)
1999 "Dancing of the Electrics" -Odeonsplatz, Munich
2001 "Robinson syndrome 2" -English garden, Munich

Awards and festivals

2002/3 "Nazim Hikmet: On the Ship to Mars" -German Museum Munich &
Cyber-festival Boston / USA

2000 nomination in Category: Best Young Director, Yearbook theater today

2005 "Collapse of the Kassandra machine: I break flesh into new Worlds":
Job lawsuit, theatrical installation in front of the Palace of Justice, Munich
Figure2: The case of Jack-the-ripper, Von-the-Tann-street, Munich
2006 "Mary Woyzeck ghazals"
A hurtles to Marienklause and Großhesseloher Bridge, Munich
2006 "I Eat Light", Düsseldorf, museum Kunstpalast (25.11.06 - 11.02.07)
Artistic conception and execution of the Islam exhibition

2001 AZ star for Robinsonsyndrom2

2007 "Landing on gold paper"
Part 1: Hagia Sofia, Istanbul / TR, Part 2: Salvator Church, Part3: cities.
Greenhouse, Munich
2011 "11.9.11-DNA of memory", Caroline's Place + Amerika Haus, Munich
I hear flowers of the DNA of Oblivion, King's Square, Munich
2012 "A breathable glass around you - DNA of disappearance",
Weissenburgerplatz, Munich
2013 "The Sprawl - a Quran project in 3 parts", Muffathalle, Bosch Bridge and
Business Workshops Isartal Railway, Munich
2014 "Maryam, An electronic oratory", Castle Canal, Schloss Nymphenburg

2007 9. ADevantgarde Festival: The Tear Mithras - singing Royal Square, Munich

2015 "Yusuf / Josef's dream segments", Brunnenhof of the Residenz Munich

"Názim Hikmet: In the Garden of the Whisper Pupils:"
[Phonograms, Babel Verlag, 1998]

2016-2017 "12", Installation House of Art

1998 Director's Fellowship of the LH Munich
2001-6 options Promotion of the LH Munich
2003 participation in the Boston Cyber-festival / Boston, USA
2006 Concert installation "beginning / Endenich" Schuhmann-festival,
Düsseldorf
2006 AZ star for Mary Woyzeck ghazals
2006 festival sequences, Reykjavik / Iceland: Installation-performance:
"Jobs Tears"

2012 Munich Biennial for New Music theater: "Different. A Cosmox with 100
Students ", Munich chamber games
2012 "11.9.11 - Part2", in the framework of the Festival Rodeo, Munich

Publications (selection)
"Papa Osman" [radio play, Orb, Germany Radio Berlin, 1993]
"Nazim Hikmet: A secular dervish": [Essai, in: siren lit. Z., Babel Verlag, 1998)]

"Radiofonik Kosmos": [Phonograms, Subrose, Belgium, 1999]
"How to kill the father" * [in: Morgenland, Fischer Verlag, 2000, Zs.
With Zafer Şenocak]
"Collapse of the Kassandra machine" [Pogrammheft, 2005]
"Futurist Epilogue - Poeme" [Babel Verlag, 2008, Zs. With Zafer Şenocak]
"Country Mood - New Poems" [Babel Verlag, 2008, Zs. With Zafer Şenocak]

biografie

Raoul Amaar Abbas (*1981) – www.raoulamaarabbas.com

The versatile artist Raoul Amaar Abbas, is a photographer, film maker, actor and musician. He has worked on Wes Anderson’s
Darjeeling Ltd, Bruce Parry’s Tawai. He is from the photographic lineage of Richard Avedon, as he produced and assisted the
Vanity Fair photographer Michael O Neil on his book on Yoga published by Taschen.
Amaar gravitated towards performance-based work in television, theatre and film. This led to further involvement in the film
making processes such as, Cinematography, Producing and Directing.
Pursuing a photographic series on mystics led to a lot of travel to different spiritual communities in India, Turkey, Bosnia, France,
and England over the last 15 years which have culminated in working towards various publication domestically in India and
abroad. Published in the New York Times, The Guardian, South Morning, Post Magazine, Tehelka, Platform magazine, etc.
His recent film, photographic and installation based projects and collaborations, have deep concerns in human psychology,
perennialism, transformation and catharsis both for the artist and the audience.
Amaar has collaborated with Berkan Karpat on two art installation performance projects in the city of Munich in 2014 and 2015.
They are concerned with the development of new forms of mysticism or mystic processes in which boundaries between
performance practice and mystic practice elongate to create a third form or dimension that can momentarily sublimate the
separation between belief and non belief into an actual cathartic personal spiritual experience for all viewers who eventually
become collaborators and explorers of themselves and the mysteries locked in their personal cosmos.
As practicing dervishes, Karpat and Abbas make the mystical aspects interact and co-operate with scientific processes and
tools used in modern psychiatry.
This interaction between the mystical and scientific, the artistic and the spiritual through Rilke’s sonnet and the surah 96 of the
Quran acting as a point of departure - through the spectators brainwaves create new phonetic sound poetry, light poems, and
multi lingual 3d mapped imagery. We penetrate and transcend any pre-conceived boundaries created by the limitations of
gender, religious identity, cultural bias, creating a new space where experience and the experiencer discover unity, catharsis and
the human link to the divine and the unknown. This experience goes beyond all form of religious, mystical and artistic identities.
Realizing the true potential of the human microcosm, which has the ability to transcend all limitations and celebrate the oneness
of life. The human being’s potential to mirror, communicate and merge with the macrocosm is the artists’ foremost concern and
endeavor to demonstrate.

Raoul Amaar Abbas (*1981) – www.raoulamaarabbas.com

Feature film and short fiction (selection)

Documentary (selection)

2017 Director of Photography and Executive Producer on feature film „Bumboo“

2012 – 2017 „Burhan“, a Feature length film on the poetics of love, ego and
metaphysical
lineages of Tassawuf in a science fiction context. India, Turkey,
Bosnia, France England.

2007/8 Personal Assistant to Wes Anderson on Hollywood feature Film
‘The Darjeeling Ltd’.
2001 „Perfect Day“ a digital feature film, directed by Nishit Sarran
Acting (selection)
Film „Tigers“, directed by Danis Tanovic, produced by Anurag Kashyap
„Butterfly Chase“, directed by Jahnu Barua. Feature film
„Upanishads“ Dutch production Tele film
Television Sweety Singh in ‘Mumbai Calling’ British sitcom produced my
Allen McKeown

2013 Add. Camera on Bruce Parry Feature Documentary „Quest“ prod. by
Damien Hirst
2012 Corporate Film for Unlimited India, featuring global leadership
consultants on a
journey of change through India, studying self sustaining frugal
enterprises.
2009 Produced, Directed, Cinematography, ‘Finding Composure’. Film about
Heroin Addicts
Photography (selection)

Theatre (selection)
„Saffron Fields“, directed by M.K Raina / actor
„Come As You Were“, directed by Suneet Tandon / actor
„Microsoft“, directed by Raoul Amaar Abbas / director
„World Social Forum“, directed by Raoul Amaar Abbas / director
„A Hot Enchanted Night“, directed by Namit/
Actor
„Hip Flask & Cobwebs“, directed by Imran Haider / actor
„yusuf/josefs traumsegmente“, directed by Berkan Karpat / actor

2011 „Tasawwuf“ photographic work on Sufi,s in India and Turkey
Commissioned to shoot still photographs for “Monuments Of Delhi’ an
Archaelogical
Survey of India Book Production on Delhi’s Monuments produced by
EICHER.
2009 Shot the Slumdog Millionaire star kids Rubina and Azhar, after they got
back to the slums from the Oscars in their Oscar Dress and Tuxedo,
Images were syndicated by NI
syndication all over the world.
2008 Photographic exhibition on Mystics at the Icon gallery Deakin
University Melbourne
Photographic exhibition on Landscape and Mystics at Zenzi Mumbai
2007 Photographic exhibition on Landscape and Mystics at The Lodhi
New Delhi

